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Details

The papers in MS 9873 include correspondence and newspaper cuttings, reviews, manuscripts and typescripts of Dymphna
Clark’s translations and other publications including Charles von Hu?gel’s New Holland journals, and Speaking out of turn:
lectures and speeches, 1940-1991; articles, lectures and talks, research material, cards, conference papers, university
transcripts, oral history transcriptions, posters, printed ephemera and papers relating to Dymphna’s work on the Aboriginal
Treaty Committee. There are also extensive papers dealing with Manning Clark: his death and funeral, the Manning Clark
controversies of the 1990s, and articles and reviews written by or about Manning (40 boxes, 1 map folio).??The Acc08.045
instalment comprises two letters written by Dymphna Clark, 1989 and 1996 (1 packet).??The Acc08.051 instalment
comprises a letter written by Dymphna Clark to her daughter Katerina dated 13 April, 1989 (1 packet).??The Acc11.009
instalment comprises a letter from Dymphna Clark to Katerina Clark, 18 April, 2000, together with a program for the
“Australia and Timor” symposium, presented by Manning Clark House in association with the Centre for Australian Cultural
Studies (Canberra), and held at Parliament House on 5 May, 2000 (1 folder).??The Acc11.088 instalment comprises
correspondence of Manning and Dymphna Clark. Included are their letters to each other over a number of years, 1937-1989,
several letters to them from their children, a number of letters between Dymphna and her mother (mostly in Dutch), and
several letters from friends (some in German). There is also an album of early black and white photographs of scenes of
Melbourne and Tasmania, together with several unidentified family photographs and a small group of papers relating to
Manning Clark, including contracts pertaining to the History of Australia (3 boxes).??The Acc11.097 instalment comprises
photographs of family and friends of Dymphna and Manning Clark. These early black and white photographs include images
of Manning Clark in sporting teams while a university student, together with a large group of colour photographs dating from
the 1970s-1990s (1 box).??The Acc13.182 instalment comprises 1 letter written by Dymphna Clark to Joan & Alan Jones
dated 20 July 1970, writing about the Clark’s holiday house ‘Ness’ on the south coast of New South Wales & doing research
work for her husband at the National Library of Australia (1 folder).
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